
Otto Leder
Meissen

Dresden  ·  München

My request for information on
cards published by “Otto Leder,
Meissen” (O.L.-M.) has already
produced some data. My special
thanks go to Chris Ratcliffe who,
as OLM was a bigger customer
of C.G. Röder and Chris holds a
very good Röder collection, sup-
plied the major amount of infor-
mation. But of course I wish to
thank all other collectors who
have contributed  OLM card info.
Surprisingly some long time ppc research
minded collectors who own OLM cards have
not yet sent in any OLM card data. Perhaps
they have his own plans? Not “compatible”
with this general, open-to-all research on Otto
Leder? Others have promised to send OLM
card information in the near future. Many
thanks for your help! There is no hurry and
no deadline to meet. Some collectors pointed
out that they are willing to provide informa-
tion if available, but as their cards are held in
albums picture side up, they find it difficult to
check if any cards bear the OLM logo on ad-
dress side. I understand this point.

Who was Otto Leder?  Well, we know for
sure that a firm bearing his name was pub-
lisher of at least 6000 different cards, IF the
individual card numbering always started
with “1” every year. We have 2-digit OLM
numbers, so there is a good chance that he
even started with “1”, and not with card no.
100 as some other publishers did.

I have written to city archives in three Ger-
man cities and asked for any available infor-
mation on Otto Leder. Until now nothing of
interest was found and I hope they are still
searching and did not put my request aside.

The first attempt to find out more on OLM was
started by George Webber years ago and can
be found in TPA #9, p 19/20. George’s major
interest in OLM however, is the business con-
nection with C. G. Röder, Leipzig, and their
batch number system.

The Meissen city archives told George that
they had one entry in a local 1908 year book,
listing a Karoline Sophie Leder as owner of a
postcard trade business. Guess Karoline was
the daughter (sister?) of Otto Leder. In the
meantime we have discovered that the name
“Otto Leder” is not only found in connection
with the city of Meissen, but also with Dres-
den and München (Munich). Did Otto move
twice or did he open branches there?

Before we start analyzing and guesswork on
what is currently on file on OLM, some gen-
eral information on the OLM logo, and why it
is valuable for ppc research.

This is an typical logo imprint: Process name
divided by an bend arrow, followed by O.L.-
M., then card or negative number (if as I
strongly believe Otto Leder was also a pho-
tographer), colon and then the year date. Until
now there are no cards known that do not
correspond with the year date imprint. For ex-
ample a “05” imprint but postal use already
in 1903 or so. The absolute majority of all
cards with this OLM logo design (and differ-
ent process names) on was printed by C.G.
Röder, Leipzig. Röder used his consecutive

batch number system. Reprints of OLM cards
show always the identical OLM card/negative
number, but different Röder batch number.

The process names are in many cases the
same used by Röder (and other printers OLM
used), some however might be creations of
Leder himself. There is no complete list of
process names used by Röder yet to com-
pare. Postcard publishers/printers always
tried to have individual, good sounding, proc-
ess names, some special designed process
name logo’s were registered, some sound
very alike, and many were automatically iden-
tified with quality, had a good reputation. The
funny thing is that Otto Leder used process
names in his logo, but these seldom turn up
on my about 15 diff. Otto Leder / Hofmann,
Leder & Co. printing sample cards. Only two
cards printed by Röder state also Röder proc-
ess names used by Leder too. So, we better
should not overrate the importance of these
names.

When did Otto Leder start his business?

This is not yet clear. No only because city ar-
chives haven’t supplied information so far, but
because we have two firms to deal with.

1) Otto Leder, Meissen
(later Dresden, Munich)
and

2) Hofmann, Leder & Co.
Meissen & branch in Teplitz (Teplice)

My initial idea that Otto Leder was first part-
ner of Hofmann (& Co.) then quit and started
an business of his own appears to be not ful-
ly correct. Currently I believe that both busi-
nesses existed for a period or 1-2 years at the
same time. I have (sample) cards of both
firms dating from about
the same time (see also
TPA #10, p18). More re-
search and early p/u
cards are needed to find
out more.

By the way, Meissen,
Saxony, is located about
25 km’s northeast of
Dresden, also on the
River Elbe. Teplitz is
found about 50 km’s
south of Dresden in Bo-
hemia, at that time part
of Austro-Hungarian Em-
pire, then Czechoslova-
kia now Czech Rep.

The earliest Otto Leder
card with OLM logo im-
printed is a card (no.
180) from a place in Aus-
tria-Hungary and bears
the year date (19)02. The
highest card number
from 1902 found so far is

“1056”. All known cards from
1902 show views from Germany,
Austro-Hungarian Empire and
Netherlands only. No overseas
views discovered. The first OLM
cards for the USA are reported in
1903. Otto Leder did a number
of cards for the Int’l book and art
trading firm “Koelling & Klappen-
bach”, 100 -102 Randolph Street,
Chicago, Ill (establ. May 1, 1875).
Cards found so far bear OLM year

dates from 1903 -05. All these cards were
printed (and reprinted) by C.G. Röder, Leip-
zig, for Leder. If Otto Leder produced any
cards for other US publishers is not known.

One reason for a more detailed research on
the business of Otto Leder, and the possible
interest to a wider reader’s circle, were Led-
er’s worldwide publishing activities. Identified
Leder cards were found with views from:
Germany; Austro-Hungarian Empire; Neth-
erlands, Russia and Poland; U.S.A.; Great
Britain; Portugal; Barbados; Brazil; Peru;
Japan; China; Macao; British Guyana;
Hong Kong; Syria; Canal Zone (Panama);
Bulgaria; Tripoli (Libya); India; Java; Sa-
moa and Switzerland. And there might be
many more not yet discovered. This listing
includes cards with and without typical OLM
logo imprinted, but always clearly being iden-
tified as Otto Leder or Hofmann, Leder & Co.
There are a number of cards without the OLM
logo but, for example, an imprint on down
left corner like “770:07”. Many of this sort of
cards were printed by Röder and so show
their batch numbers. Such examples were
filed unter Otto Leder, as there is no other
publisher or printer known who used this type
of code. The absence of the OLM logo might
also be explained by the later moves. The “M”
in the logo stood for “Meissen”. It fits also for
“Munich” but not for Dresden. There is also a
good chance that Otto was a photographer
and sold or gave negatives to other ppc pub-
lishers and requested his code to be printed
on the card as identification of his work. This
was non-conflicting, only insiders knew what
this code stood for. Customers were used to
“odd” codes on ppc’s and did not bother.

Printing sample card: Colour collotype printing, meant is b/w
collotype with colour overlays, offered by art publishers
Hofmann, Leder & Co., Meissen, branch at Teplitz, Mühl Str. 1,
Bohemia. Cable address: “Luxuspapier” and bank account in
Vienna. The picture shows a hilly area near “Waltersdorf”. Most
likely to be found in Austria-Hungary. The printing quality is in
no way Röder-like, although sometimes early Röder cards turn
up, that really look different from later production.
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Wilhelmshaven became a official Imperial
Navy Port on June 1883. The Navy and all the
the other industrial/military facilities dominat-
ed the town. Navy acts of 1898 and 1900 de-
cided to station a squadron of eight regular
service ships permanently at Wilhelmshav-
en. This meant more docks and quais, bigger
locks and harbour entrance, better fairways
to avoid tidal problems etc.

The Gruss aus Wilhelmshaven card (thanks
Chris!) on previous page is typical. Top left:
sailor and coastal gun emplacement; top
center: S.M.S. Mars, artillery training ship built
at Imperial Shipyard, Wilhelmshaven in 1879
(3251 tons, 84 m length, in service until 1914);
top right: signal station. Plus a view of the
“Adalbertstrasse” (named afther the Prussian
Prince), perhaps also good for parades and
finally a view of the city hall. No publisher/
printer listed, only a small “1244”. Late postal
use in 1908; first published c.1897-1899.

The Wilhelmshaven Shipyard(s)
The construction of the first shipyard began
in 1864 and was completed in 1871. The name
changed several times over the years:

until 1872 Königliche Werft

01.01. 1872 Kaiserliche Werft

16.04. 1919 Marinewerft

01.01. 1921 Reichswerft

01.01. 1923 Marinewerft Wilhelmshaven

01.06. 1935 Kriegsmarinewerft
Wilhemshaven

08.05. 1945 Marinewerft Wilhelmshaven
Naval Dockyard

The dismantling (all was transported to Rus-
sia) began in June 1946 and the shipyard his-
tory ends finally in March 1950. A total of 165
ships were built at Wilhelmhaven, from small
fish cutters to 40,000 ton battleship “Tirpitz”.

Below you see a enlarged portion of an (aer-
ial) photo card. The mention of “Reichswerft”
helps to date this postally used, but illegable
postmark, view to published around 1921-
1923. No publisher listed, only a (card) no.
“209”. Several bigger war ships, some small-
er units and a freighter can be seen.

è   One of the many,
many postcards of
the Wilhelmshaven
navy port.
A busy day on the
quay. With plenty of
potential customers
for this view. Good
quality coloured
halftone printing by
unidentified printer
for the (postcard)
publisher Albert
Rosenthal from
Bremen. Card. no.
536. Not p/u, post
1905.

è World’s biggest
floating crane
passing the biggest
swing bridge. B/w
collotype printed
view published by
“Nordseeverlag
Wilhelmshaven” as
card no. 4. Postally
used in 1937, view
taken in the late
1920’s I believe.
Crane nicknamed
“Langer Heinrich”
(“Tall Henry”) and is
found on many
(maritime) cards.

è The swing bridge
was named after
Kaiser Wilhelm and
is described on this
card from the early
1950’s as Europe’s
biggest swing bridge.
Opened officially in
1907 (length 159 m,
width 8 m, weight
758 tons) this bridge
is still working today,
not destroyed, not
dismantled by Allies.

The docks were constantly enlarged, three
harbour entrances suitable for the biggest
battleships were built until WW2 years, a
40,000 tons dry dock, the “Uto-Werft” was
errected (submarine + torpedoboat ship-
yard) in pre WW1 years, fitting-out industries
grew a.s.o. There is not enough room in this
issue to list all. But the navy, shiyards and as-
sociated industries clearly dominated life in
Wilhelmshaven.
A number of (war) ship histories are closely
connected with this port (see next page
please). Of interests is also was happened
after the end of WW1. The Treaty of Versailles
peace allowed only minor ship builing in Ger-
many. The “Uto-Werft” became a branch of
“Deutsche Werft AG” in 1920. They built trawl-
ers, repaired ships of the Roland and HAPAG
shipping companies, but also doors, windows
and rotary irons. Former navy ships were re-
built for civil use, over 500 locomotives were
repaired but finally there was no work any-
more and the firm closed down in late 1924.
No “Golden Twenties” in Wilhelmshaven.
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Wilhelmshaven

Map of northwestern Germany to give readers a
idea about where to find Wilhelmshaven, as well
as where the ‘TPA headquarter’ is located. The
map I used for illustration is at least 35 years old.
The cross north of the city of Oldenburg (popula-
tion 155,000) stands for Rastede (pop 20,000).  Big-
ger cities included for better orientation: Hanno-
ver, Bremen, Hamburg. On the left hand, divid-
ed by a thicker line you see The Netherlands.
Nowadays you hardly notice the border anymore.
Only the traffic signs and car license plates make
clear that you have entered another country. With
the Euro currency now in circulation you even do
not need to exchange any currencies.
To give you a rough idea of distances, it takes
about one hour by car from Oldenburg to reach
the Dutch “border”.  Less than 30 minutes by car
from Oldenburg to Wilhelmshaven (on direct
motorway and without traffic jams).
Most of the shown region belongs to the state
Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony). The darker area
seen at top right hand is the state Schleswig-Hol-
stein. Bremen (incl. the port Bremerhaven) and
Hamburg are also independent city states.

Gruss ausR eaders have asked to have more on post
 cards from Germany in TPA over and over

again. There are even several collectors who
wish to learn more on the region TPA comes
from. Well, as I mentioned several times be-
fore, I do not collect German topo cards, even
not of my hometown. I buy cards from
Rastede when I see any reasonably priced
(this keeps my collection small). Also I think
there is only little of interest around in north-
western Germany compared with other parts
of Germany with its typical touristic spots and
names of international fame.
But requests continue to come in and so I de-
cided to do something on the nearby seaport
of Wilhelmshaven. Not only this city has an
interesting (short) history but  because there
are plenty of cards around, the majority deal-
ing with “Marine” (Navy) topics, as this was
the only reason of the city foundation.

Wilhelmshaven’s History
In Europe you are used to old cities and plac-
es, founded long ago, some dating back to
Roman times. Even small towns like Rastede
for example are usually quite old. My home-
town was founded in the year 1059. This is
not the case with Wilhelmshaven!

In the early 19th century there was no “Ger-
many” as we know it today. There were nu-
merous smaller (semi-) independent states
and numerous of conflicts and changing alli-
ances. During the first German-Danish War
in 1848-50, which broke out because Den-
mark as well as the German League wanted
to control the state Schleswig-Holstein, the
Danish fleet blocked the German ports. The
German League and especially Prussia which
dominated this alliance had no navy and first
attempts to built up an own fleet flopped, the
few ships were sold in 1852. Something had
to be done to assure free trade and to built
up own naval forces. It was the Prussian
Prince Adalbert (1811 -1873) who found an
solution. Secret talks between Prussia and the
Grand Duchy of Oldenburg began in 1852. A
suitable place for a fort and harbour on the
North Sea coast was the area of today’s Wil-
helmshaven which belonged to Oldenburg.
Talks had to kept secret as the neighbouring
Kingdom of Hannover (which belonged to

England until 1837) don’t wanted Prussia to
gain more power. Initial plans were to errect
a fort for coastal protection, togther with a
shipyard. The talks ended successfully and
Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm IV. and the
Grand Duke Nikolaus Friedrich Peter of Old-
enburg signed the agreement on 18./20. Au-
gust 1853. It became public on February 15,
1854 and led to political rumours. Oldenburg
had sold 1300 acres of land to Prussia, which
obliged in return to built a naval station and
to protect the Oldenburg coast. The develop-
ment was delayed by Prussian-Austrian War
of 1866 and the Franco-German War of 1870/
71. Oldenburg sold another 110 hectare of
land in 1873 to Prussia, while plans had
changed and instead a number of forts a big-
ger port was planned. The official “birth date”
of the Prussian port of Wilhelmshaven was
June 17, 1869 and from April 1, 1873 it be-
longed politically to province Hannover. The
former Kingdom of Hannover had been an-
nected by Prussia, because Hannover had
fought on the Austrian side in the war of 1866.

On some cards you sometimes find the name
“Rüstringen” together with/ instead of Wil-
helmshaven. The neighbouring towns/com-
munities Bant, Heppens and Neuende formed
the city of Rüstringen in May 1911 and be-
longed to the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg. A
number of naval facilities were found in
Rüstringen and both cities were more or less
one. This became officially in April 1, 1937 and
the name ‘Rüstringen’ disappeared again.

Wilhelmshaven was errected in a rural area
with only few people living there. The sub-
soil consisted of marshy soil together with
mud, sand found not until dephts of 8 to 12
metres. This subsoil made all building work
(mostly by shovel and wheelbarrow) difficult.
Another problem faced with were diseases
which claimed many victims among the
workers. Between October 1858 to Septem-
ber 1872 a total of 26 021 workers were em-
ployed. During this period 19 011 of them suf-
fered from Malaria, something which sur-
prised me as I had not expected this ‘popu-
lar’ disease to be found in our “cold” area.
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Otto Leder & his printers
The partnership with Hofmann, their branch
in Teplitz as well as the Vienna bank account
of Hofmann, Leder & Co. make me believe
that either Otto Leder or Mr. Hofmann or both
came originally from Bohemia, which be-
longed to Austria-Hungary pre-1918. There is
not great distance between Bohemia and
Saxony, no strict language barrier and in gen-
eral there were many family ties.

A short article dealing with trade/export prob-
lems of the postcard trade published in a 1901
number of “Der Deutsche Buch- und Stein-
drucker” might offer an good explanation for
a move from Bohemia to Meissen, Saxony.
The big postcard publshing firm of “Lederer
& Popper” came originally from Prague-Smi-
chov, but moved to Leipzig to be nearer to
their printers and because of less “red tape”
with exports and better trade conditions and
infrastructure in general. I have no literature
from the turn of the century on this topic to
check if the situation was really this way.

In the case of Hofmann, Leder & Company it
could make sense however.  Their first (?)
printer came from Meissen, Saxony. It was
“Kretzschmar & Schatz, proprietor Her-
mann Seibt, specialized in postcard with
views (done in collotype, chromolitho and
various halftone processes, machine- and
hand-colouring etc). Kretzschmar & Schatz
are worth an separate research. Their histo-
ry is typical for so many German firms in ppc
business. Established in the 1890’s (exact year
date unknown) they entered the booming
postcard market. Hermann Seibt, an art pub-
lisher, is first mentioned as proprietor in 1897.
Their major business field were picture post
cards, but they printed also albums (with
views), letterheads, menue cards etc. Distrib-
utor of postcard vending machines. Publish-
er as well as distributors/wholesalers of gen-
re and artist cards by other publishers. Their
major markets were Germany and Austria-
Hungary, but Hermann Seibt exported also
cards to Great Britain (colour halftone proc-
ess name “Saxonia”, minimum order 2000
cards). I have a total of 16 different printing
sample cards of Kretzschmar & Schatz.

Printers competition
Business was booming during the early years
after the turn of the century. Competition
soon became severe, profit margins dropped,
production means soon outdated, too slow
to work profitable anymore but the orders
kept pouring in. Many smaller printing firms
did not have the capital to invest in new ma-
chines and faster presses, needed skilled

staff, money was often tied in stocks. From
about 1903/04 on we notice the rise of the
big specialized (contract) postcard printing
companies, like C.G. Röder which became
possibly the biggest of all, but also Dr. Tren-
kler & Co, Stengel & Co, Emil Pinkau and oth-
ers. So, smaller printers involved in ppc print-
ing were forced to order certain qualities from
these big firms, who were able to supply any
amount of cards in time, at reasonable pric-
es leaving a small (printing) profit for resale.
Their own printing had become too expen-
sive for the market. This applies to certain
printing qualities only. Röder for example
dominated the coloured collotype field
(“Farbenlichtdruck”). Their various process-
es were not true multi-colour collotype print-
ing, but b/w collotype for picture and added
overlay colours created a coloured view. Oth-
er bigger printers perfected their halftone
printing processes, using the same method,
fine halftone b/w printing for the picture su-
perimposed by a number of colour runs on
litho presses.

The researcher has the problem now to find
out whether cards by a printing firm were re-
ally done on their own presses or by a con-
tract printer who usually left no identification
marks except small production numbers and
special layouts/fonts used. Röder was so
“kind” to add his batch numbers to all orders,
also to that of other printers. Although I have
doubts if this was really done consequently
in each and every case.

Leder and K&S
After this short excursion to the general con-
ditions of German ppc printing, back to Otto
Leder/Hofmann Leder & Co and their busi-
ness contacts to Kretzschmar & Schatz. Down
below left I have illustrated an Otto Leder
sample “Chromotypie” which I see as my
earliest Leder sample. The picture side “Gruss
aus Teplitz” is shown in colour on page19.
Leder states specialized in picture postcards
– “making” and publisher. I have a second
Leder “Chromotypie” sample showing a view
from Torgau.

The other sample “Triumph-Chromo” is by
Kretzschmar & Schatz. Picture shows a view
from Meissen and is illustrated in colour on
page 19. Minimum order for “Triumph-Chro-
mo” process was 1000 cards, the first thou-
sand for 47,– Marks, reprints only 21, Marks
with an single view. Delivery time about 6-7
weeks. Printing quality of both cards (halftone
process) is 100% identical, card board on pic-
ture side has a light linen surface, small (print-
er/job) numbers near picture look handwrit-
ten by lithographer (Teplitz 4761; Torgau 4894;

Meissen 4959). These cards are of good print-
ing quality. The earliest postally used cards
of this quality and design were mailed in ear-
ly 1898. These cards do not show Otto Led-
er’s name only that of K&S or local publish-
ers, but bear numbers in the 4800 -4900 range.
This could mean that Otto Leder was in busi-
ness at that time under his name. The initial
idea that “Hofmann, Leder & Co.” was around
earlier becomes unlikely. I found no evidence
that the “Chromotypie/Triumph Chromo”
were NOT printed by Kretzschmar & Schatz.
I carefully looked through my 300+ printing
sample cards collection, but found nothing
similar in quality and design. Of course I am
going to consider future (sample) card finds
to check if K&S really was the printer.

What I know for sure is that later issue of the
above mentioned coloured halftone work
was printed by the big firm of “Regel & Krug”
from Leipzig for K&S with the process names
“Autobunt” and “Misnia”. “Regel & Krug” also
printed for Otto Leder (see TPA #10, p18-19).
Really misleading however is the name Led-
er used for this halftone process: “Brillant-
Chromo”. Easy to mistake with “Brilliant-
Chromo” done by Röder for Leder cards (col-
lotype) bearing the typical OLM logo.

Early collotype card designs
At this place I don’t want to compare all the
early (collotype printed) designs, sample
cards around with Leder’s name on. Process
names were Platin (plain b/w collotype), Se-
pia (brownish duotone collotype) and Mai-
grün (same as sepia but in green). Some
were done by Röder, others definitely not.
Some sample card imprints look identical, but
one only shows a Röder batch number; oth-
ers differ in design, fonts used and printing
quality. The same applies to coloured collo-
type cards. One “Chromo-Lichtdruck” bears
a Röder no., then with the same process
name on, we have something totally differ-
ent (see page 19 for colour ills). One special
design work should be mentioned. All firms
in business pre-1900 who first did typical chro-
molitho “Gruss aus” type cards, tended to de-
sign also their early collotype cards that way.
You have usually some (mostly floral) orna-
ments, especially on multi-views. Even sin-
gle views received some ornamented borders
etc. Sometimes artwork was added because
the customer wanted and paid for it. In other
cases lithographers did it without order be-
cause they were used to it; was common. This
is something Röder rarely did, it needed time,
cost money. All Röder cards I have seen, and
I mean early issues, rarely show added art-
work. See next page for some card samples.
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Gruss aus Rade-
berg, Saxony, a
typical  multi-
view design
from around the
turn of the cen-
tury. Process
name “Platin”,
the quality is not
that brilliant.
Printed (b/w) on
“Elfenbeinkar-
ton” (“ivory”
card board qual-
ity), smooth surface and light yellow-white. I assign this card/print-
ing quality to “Kretzschmar & Schatz”, Meissen.

Golling, g. d.
Tännenge-
birge, (Aus-
tria) orna-
mented with
dandelion de-
sign. Seen on
cards from
1900-04.
Process name
“Maigrün”,
Good quality
duo-tone col-
lotype printing
on rough surface card. I assign this card to the newly discovered
printer of Otto Leder: Louis Koch, from Halberstadt.

“New” collotype printer of Leder
cards identified
As said before, it this quite clear that those
Otto Leder cards with OLM logo on AND the
obvious batch number were printed by Röder,
Leipzig. Röder also printed for “Hofmann,
Leder & Co.”, verified by 3 sample cards from
my collection.

1) “Maigrün” collotype process (different
from above illustrated card) with a “J. 11639”
found below promotional imprint. IF Röder
was in fact the only printer who used these
“J-Numbers”.

2) “Photo-Lila Karte”, definitely a Röder
product, with batch number “20065”

3) “Chromo-Lichtdruck” with an typical
Röder (consecutive!!) batch number “20066”

But who now was responsible for the fine de-
signed/arranged and also collotype printed
(sepia) view from Norwich (see ill. on page
19) and similar cards with Otto Leder’s name
on? For the different looking multi-coloured
collotype cards? And for other novelty-type
cards with O. Leder’s name on? Kretz-schmar
& Schatz perhaps? Not really. They did the
early collotype stuff as well as coloured half-
tone and photolitho work. The big postcard
printing firm of “Regel & Krug” from Leipzig?
No, R&K (trademark also “ERKAL”) perfected
halftone processes, had an own bromide
photo card production and never used
collotype process for postcard production.

So, who did the sample cards for Otto Leder
with the characteristic “leaf” ornament? Who
added floral ornaments and good looking (cir-
cular/oval) designs to topo views? All first
class collotype printed. It were the Leder nov-
elty designs that finally helped to find the ans-
wer: Louis Koch from Halberstadt was the
printer of these cards.

Louis Koch, Halberstadt
This is another of the early Ger-
man postcard printers (and pub-
lisher also), and of interest in this
case, Louis Koch concentrated soon on col-
lotype printing for postcard production.  From
plain b/w views to high quality multi-colour
(with overlay colours as well as also true full
colour) collotype processes, everything was
offered. Koch also had a number of postcard
designs registered, mostly specially designed
(and often rich ornamented) “shaped” views
(“Passepartout”) with inserted local views.

The firm was established on January 2, 1869,
at Breiteweg 9, Halberstadt. Printing process-
es used included letterpress, chromolitho,
collotype and (copper) gravure. Their major
speciality were postcards with views, but also
all other illustration printing (incl. ill. tourist
guides), posters, labels and maps,

In 1921, when the ppc boom was over,  Koch,
now managed by Walter and Willi Koch, had
3 letterpress, 8 collotype, 5 chromolitho (all
big format fladbed) and also 1 gravure press
running. Plus a total of
40 handpresses and
other machines. Their
high quality standards
as well as their skilled
staff helped to stay in
business successfully
during the difficult (for
trade/industry) 1920’s.
By 1928 Koch had 7
letterpresses, 6 collo-
type, 1 offset, 5 chro-
molitho plus a total of
now 70 other hand-
presses/machines. By
1930 their plant was
brought up to date. 5

letterpresses, 3 platen presses, 2 handpress-
es, 1 offset press, 8 chromolitho presses, 5
litho handpresses, 3 gravure presses, 6 collo-
type presses plus new bromide photo card
production line. Koch always employed be-
tween 150 - 200 workers. By 1938 the work-
force consisted of 120 workers, because of
modern production means, and they still pro-
duced numerous postcards. Production went
on until WW2 years when the factory was
(partly) destroyed during air raids. Business
was started again at a new location in 1946
under the name of Willi Koch. If this new firm
was successfull / ever printed ppc’s is not
known.

Koch’s cards are not always easy to identify,
especially later issues. Many early cards ei-
ther show their name imprinted with or with-
out their “Sun” logo with initials LK H inside.

Below we see the address side with imprint-
ed (in red ink) promotional text offering a
special postcard novelty. “Kistendeckel” =
(wooden) case (or box) with a lid and insert-
ed view. See page 19 for (colour) picture side.
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The earliest mention of Fritz Korf ’s business
activities is a short review of his product line
he had on display at the Leipzig Fair in Sept.
1907. Effka Verlag, Fritz Korf, Rödingsmarkt
73, Hamburg 11, published various illus-
trated letterheads/writing paper as well as
sheets with maritime (and other) illustrations,
to be folded and sent out as letter without en-
velope needed. He had 400 different genre
postcards (women, children, ballet etc), all
available in 4 different colours, on offer
(printed by K+N by the way), was export
agent (except for the USA) for K+N, general
agent for the Swiss printing firm of  “A. Trüb”
from Aarau (“Photochrom Postcards”), dis-
tributor of “Der kleine Wanderer” (popular
edition), a colourful book of fairytales, printed
by “Edler & Krische”, Hannover.

“Effka” is again a play with initials; F of Fritz
pronounced “Eff ” + K of Korf pronounced
“Ka”. We had this several times before.

A review in “Papier-Zeitung”, Mai 1907, lists
K+N to be the source of this patented illus-
trated “letter”, showing 8 diff. imprinted ills,
with message written on can be folded, with
gummed flap to be sealed and mailed with-
out envelope. (D.R.P 190022 = first registered
on Oct. 11, 1906 for Arthur v. Francois from
Salzwedel and Wilhelm Cohrs from Charlot-
tenburg). The firm of  Fritz Korf is only men-
tioned as the sole agent for this “Patent-An-
sichtsbrief”. Korf claims this novelty to be
soon patented in various countries. Korf also
recommends this ill. letter to be a nice pro-
motional item. So, it was not only available
with different motifs of interest mostly to the
German market, but customers could order
this illustrated writing paper/letter with their
own (business) photographs on. Illustrated
is the “Hohenzollern-Brief” (royalty) letter,
priced 20 Pf and it offers twice as much writ-
ing space as a regular postcard.

Fritz Korf placed adverts quite regularly in the
“Papier-Zeitung”. From January 1909 on how-
ever, he seldom offers any of his former prod-
ucts like cards and letters etc, but is looking
for new products to represent. He also used
a new house number in same street: Rödings-
markt 19/20, “Big export sample stock-room
in downtown Hamburg”. Wants exclusive
export agencies for items like art prints, post-
ers, calendars, cigarette cards, postcards,
deluxe paper products as well as any sort of
paper novelties / promotion items. Did the
former close co-operation with K+N has
come to an end by late 1908? Not really as I
found out. The firm of Fritz Korf, and it was
indeed a firm and not just an single person,
had not moved but added the show rooms in
the same street to their business.

Effka-Panorama-
Postcard-Vending Machine
The range of Effka (genre) cards had reached
a total number of around 700 different designs
by late 1908. Although I have looked through
many 1000’s of cards I hardly find any with
Effka logo on. The only card I have discov-
ered is even not a subject but a regular Ham-
burg topo card (see ill.)

In February issues of “Papier-Zeitung” Fritz
Korf advertises the new patented Effka-
Panorama-Postcard-Vending-Machine,
and offers interested investors an amazing
400% profit! Exclusive agencies were still

available for following coun-
tries: France, Italy, Spain, Por-
tugal, Holland, Russia, the Bal-
kans, North-America, Mexico,
Central- and South-America,
Africa and Asia. Aha, this was
what kept Korf busy. He still
offers the ill. letter stuff, but
there are a number of similar
products on the market.

The Effka-Panorama-Postcard-
Vending-Machine was first pre-
sented to an bigger audience
on the spring Leipzig trade fair
2.- 7. March 1908. The new fea-
ture is a revolving system allow-
ing the customer to view 9 to 10 differ-
ent views/cards and then making his
choice. Previous models around
offered a single card only. That
is why there were often sev-
eral vending machines ar-
ranged in a row, each
with a single view
on sale only. But
Fritz Korf was
not the only
b u s i n e s s
man who had
thought of pre-
senting improved
postcard vending ma-
chines with more views
on display. The big postcard
printing/publishing company of
Peter Luhn, Barmen (trademark:
PELUBA; “Star” logo) had also intro-
duced a luxury vending machine which
allowed the interested customer to view
up to 25 different views. A picture of this ma-
chine and more details in next issue.

It appears that the Effka Panorama vending
machine had some mechanical problems,
early models did not work that well. Fritz Korf
used another manufacturer from Berlin (Sie-
laff Maschinenfabrik A.G.) and set up an own

company together with another Ham-
burg-based vending machine dealer.

The business news column of the
“Papier-Zeitung”, Sept. 27, 1908,

lists a “Internationale Auto-
maten-Gesellschaft m.

b. H., Hamburg 11”,
Rödingsmarkt 73,

founded by  F.  F.
C. Korf of Fritz

Korf and a C.
H.  L. Kobrow

of Automaten-
Gesellschaft Ko-

brow & Cie. m.b.H.
Korf was the director.

The new limited company
had 100,000 Mark initial cap-

ital. C. A. Gergler and Paul Hase-
nei became company secretaries.

If this business did run successfully is
not known. The firm of Fritz Korf contin-

ued to place adverts in “Papier-Zeitung”
from time to time (at least until late 1911)
looking for goods to represent abroad. The
Effka cards were no longer offered or even
mentioned. There was no co-operation of
Korf with the successor to K+N, Knackstedt
& Co., in business from late 1910 on.

The only card I have
with a Effka logo on.
Hamburg, Jung-
fernstieg, a popular
and often seen spot
on cards from Ham-
burg. Printed by col-
lotype (duotone) by
K+N.  Mailed to
Belgium in 1908.
Distributed by the
firm of Georg Stilke,
Berlin. Stilke was not
only a book publish-
er but did run many
           station kiosk’s.

!
K+N Stereo-Card DRGM 83768 identified!
Postkarte mit Abbildungen für Stereoskope. Alexander Platowitsch, Hann.-
Münden. Applied for on September 30, 1897 and registered on November 22,

1897. Mr. Platowitsch from the city of Hann.-Münden (on the river Weser) was
the first to protect this stereo (post) card design and the date is most valuable to

date K+N stereo cards. Guess K+N bought the DRGM from Platowitsch for own
commercial use. The second DRGM number always found with the above reads

92395 and dates from c. early 1898. Hope to find details on this also some time.
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é This adverts comes from “Papier-Zeitung”, No. 2, January 1900. K+N
offers collotype printed postcards, all makes and colours, delivery
within 20 working days. More of interest is the mention that K+N was
a stereocsope publisher: stereo postcards and photograph, Polyscope
(?) and stereo-viewers were offered. Other early ads mention K+N to
be collotpye printers and photographic institute. This shows again the
photographers background of the company founders Louis Knackstedt
and Hermann Näther. Näther must have left the company quite soon
again and Knackstedt (+ family, together with other partner(s) or most
likely representatives of banks) dominated the firm. The business news
column in “Papier-Zeitung”, May 1900, lists following entry: Miss Juliane
Adolfine Ilse Marie Knackstedt, book-keeper, (daughter of Louis? Or
niece?) took the place of Mr. Nicolaus Albert Branmann, and was
granted general commercial power of attorney for the company of
Knackstedt & Näther, Hamburg-Eppendorf.

Early K+N Postcards
The company of Boyen & Maasch, Hamburg, Heuberg 9, published a
set of 10 postcards on “Life in the Army” (so-called ‘Müllersche Soldaten-
Postkarten’). It was reviewed in “Papier-Zeitung” , November 1897. “Fine
collotpye printed” by K+N. This is now the earliest mention of K+N
printing postcards I know of. Although this was a set of non-topo cards.
The earliest postally used picture postcard I have was mailed from Ham-
burg to Aurich, Ostfriesland (Northwestern Germany) on April 1, 1898.

Gruss aus Hamburg, showing the “Uhlenhorster Fährhaus” (ferry
house). Not numbered and K+N mentioned as publishers only. Typical
early by moonlight view with usual retouches. P/u in 1898. Nothing re-
ally exciting; Römmler & Jonas’ (Dresden) moonlight cards, some of
earlier origin, are of much better quality.

è Half page advert from “Papier-Zeitung”, 1907. Of major interest to
me is not the showy illustration of the eagle, taking much of the space,
but the mention that K+N printed postcards ONLY. By collotype,
chromolitho and letterpress printing processes, in all modern makes.
“Excellent multicolour novelties”. Samples and offer on request. Shown
is also the modified K+N logo which looks much better as the one
from the 1900 advert seen at top of page. The “allied” partner cities
also mentioned. In early 1907 K+N had become one of Germany’s big-
gest picture postcard printers. To stress it again, K+N concentrated
fully on ppc printing (mostly export)! Other German printers like Röder,
Pinkau, Stengel & Co, Dr. Trenkler & Co  etc etc. printed also other ob-
jects. More (in detail) on this part of K+N’s history in next issue.

Let us take a look at Fritz Korf, Hamburg 11, who was K+N’s export
agent, or as they were also called “export jobber”. Korf replaced Albert

Aust, also from Hamburg. The name of Aust is found on a number
of early K+N cards (mostly views from Africa, Caribic, also German
North Sea coast) dating from c. 1898-1900. Hamburg was Germa-
ny’s major im-/export seaport, home of shipping companies and nu-
merous export agents / agencies for various goods were found here.
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Well, I guess the “Kistendeckel” design never
became a big seller; such cards are rarely
seen. 1000 cards were printed for 24 Marks,
5000 of the same card OR 5 x 1000 with dif-
ferent inserted local views were offered at
22,50 Marks per 1000 cards. This is interest-
ing as it shows that the labour needed was
the same in either case. The price per 1000
cards even dropped to 21 Marks when 10,000
cards of the same view OR 10 x 1000 cards
with individual view each were ordered at the
same time. On picture a small line tells us that
this design is “protected by law” under no.
3143. This is a Koch and not a Leder number.
Usually is was an attempt to deter other peo-
ple from coyping this design. This had little
legal effect even in Germany only. Only DRGM
(costly) registration meant some protection
within Germany for a couple of years.

The promotional text with Otto Leder name
was printed in red ink onto a original address
side. This is a real gift to researchers, as it al-
lows to compare address side layout details
like fonts used, how the writing lines were
arranged etc. Some rely on the use of certain
fonts/typestyles found on cards for printer
identification alone. Well, it’s correct that
printers often frequently used the same
typestyles for captions and imprints on ad-
dress side. BUT every printer could buy cer-
tain common or special type material from
the various typefoundries around back then.

Louis Koch had also several favourite type
styles / fonts they used over and over again.
This was helpful for identification but also all
other details on this pre-1905 “Kistendeckel”
card match 100% with other regular Koch
printed cards I have on file.

Another Koch/Leder novelty card
Otto Leder included another Koch card de-
sign in his program. “Passepartout”(-Fond)
was a common term in postcard printing/
publishing trade for any type of background
(fond)/border design with inserted view(s).
Some designs were of better quality and col-
ourful (for example those from Knackstedt
& Näther, Hamburg) others only average. This
sort of design was popular between about
1898 - 1903, and then disappeared again. Pre-
1905 you had to write your message some-
where on the picture side (in Germany).
Some printed backgrounds were not suitable
/too dark to write on, other designs did not
leave enough space for message. Inserted
views were usually small in size and details
hard to see. But for some time around the
turn of the century this type of cards was “in”
and nearly all German ppc publishers offered
such designs. By the way, good selling designs
were very often copied, some minor changes/
retouches made and sold as own “novelty”.

Regel & Krug, Leipzig
Before this article becomes too lengthy, a
short look at another (alredy previously men-
tioned) printer Otto Leder ordered cards
from. I have three O. Leder sample cards, all
with the (unusual) overprinted process name
“Autochromie!” and “Brillant-Chromo!” im-
printed instead (see ill. next page). “Gruss aus
Breslau” (colour ill. on page 19), “Gruss aus
dem Riesengebirge” and “Neuchâtel -Monu-
ment de la République” (Switzerland). These
3 cards are quality coloured halftone printed.

View shows an mar-
ket place of uniden-
tified German town.
The reproduction
quality is really ex-
cellent. All the shop
names are fully read-
able with magnifying
glass. The promo-
tional imprint de-
scribes this design as
“novelty”. Note the
exclamation mark
after “Kunstverlag”
(art publisher). Pric-
es for this b/w card:

1000 cards 20 Marks;
5,000 cards or 5 different views 1000 copies each 19 Marks per 1000. 10,000 cards of one view
or 10 different x 1000 for just 18 Marks per 1000 cards. A special offer to customers which
agree to order (by and by) a total of 25,000 cards per year: also 18 Marks per 1000 cards.

The way these cards are made, all this tiny details incl. the flower ornaments, the varying
shapes created to give the view maximum effect, is typical for Louis Koch cards. They are
sometimes already a bit too overloaded with artwork, but this was probably the way the
customers wanted the cards look like around 1900. My earliest postally used sample (with
Koch logo on but local publisher imprint) dates from September 1901.

Kretzschmar & Schatz, Meissen, had also similar cards on offer. They named their design
Passepartout “Victoria”. Prices are 1 Mark cheaper, and colouring (prices doubled) is also
offered. This is indeed an often
seen design of the early 1900’s.

Louis Koch not only worked for German customers
but also for abroad. The Netherlands seemed to had
been a favourite country for his salesmen.  Shown
is a view from Amsterdam (“Westertoren”) from
around 1900. This design is named “Platinton”. A
coloured background (here in some sort of yellow-
green) with b/w collotype printed view. Plus an odd
shaped “construction” around the tower which is
kept white (card colour). “Tri-colour” design: Yel-
low/green background, black/grey picture plus the
card colour = maximum effect.
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R&K (founded in September 1894) was a spe-
cialized printing firm of “postcards with
views”, done by letterpress (halftone) and
litho colour overlays. They also entered the
publishing business but concentrated here on
all types of greeting cards. Soon they added a
bromide photo production line, own colour-
ing department and another dept. to add a
thick glossy (gelatine) finish to (greeting)
cards. The latter business dept. was not only
for their own card production but R&K offered
this finishing service also to other printers. In
1913 R&K occupied house numbers 13-15 at
Comeniusstr. and owners were Friedrich
Louis Georg Regel and Sylvester Richard Krug.
They had 2 big format flatbed letterpress and
7 chromolitho presses plus some 35 other
machines and employed 260 persons. An un-
dated notice in an (incomplete) printing trade
periodical, which dates from pre-1910 time I
believe, mentions a workforce about 300 per-
sons and customers worldwide. By 1921 the
workforce was still 260 and the early 1930’s
must had been economically difficult for R&K.
The sole owner Sylvester Richard Krug had
died and his widow took over management
together with several new partners. About 50
workers were still around. R&K is no longer
listed in post-1936 trade reference books.

Nevertheless, during the ppc boom years R&K
were a big postcard printer (+ publisher) and
“our” Otto did order cards from R&K. These
cards bear no card number. Small „Otto
Leder“, Meissen imprints are found on pic-
ture side. Why the name was set in quotes is
not known. Also the term „Anfertigung“
(making) found on reverso is done this way.
The latter could make some sense as it is
clear that O. Leder did not made/print the
cards himself, and by this way (in quotes) he
could avoid legal problems. The picture sides
are arranged with space left for short mes-
sage (the illustrated  Breslau card has almost
no space for message) and point to the fact
that all these three cards are of pre-1905 ori-
gin. So, Otto Leder shopped around and or-
dered cards from different printers at about
the same time.

Meissen, Dresden, München
We refer to Otto Leder, Meissen, (O.L.-M.) in
general, but as we now know, Otto moved to
or had a branch also at Dresden for some
time. Meissen is situated not far off Dresden
and there were probably better business con-
ditions. Who knows? It was Chris Ratcliffe
who discovered several cards with rubber-
stamp imprints stating printing process
names plus “Otto Leder, Dresden 7” on regu-
lar address side, as well as one card refering
to regular Meissen location. Not individual de-
signed advertising items, but (cheaper)
promo cards.

1. Canton, China (see col. ill. p19), process
name “Galvano-Chrom”. Leder no. reads
178 : 06, NO OLM logo but rubberstamp
imprint states Meissen, unidivided back.
Printed by Röder, batch no. 109014. Chris
has also a second card of the same view,
with identical Leder number but Röder no.
170903, an later reprint.

2. Liebenau in Böhmen (Bohemia), Röder
process name “Photo-Iris”, OLM logo and
no. 622 : 07, Röder batch no. 150 516. OLM
= Meissen but rubberstamp imprint states
Dresden.

Reverso of ill.
Breslau card
with advertis-
ing of Leder
and printed by
Regel & Krug,
Leipzig. Entire
side printed in
green ink. “Au-
tochromie!”
overprinted
with three bars.
Small “Brillant-
Chromo!” im-
print  added
later; the green
is also a bit
lighter. All my
three samples are identical, except that the position of the small butterfly changes slightly.
The way this advertising is arranged and ornamented points to a pre-1905 origin.

3. Apia, Samoa, “Brillant-Chromo” plus OLM
logo BUT no number/year date. Rubber
stamp imprint shows same process name
and this to be a “Spezialität” of Otto Leder,
Dresden. Divided back, printed by Röder
(no. 215 943) and not by R&K.

4. Villa Maund bei Schoppernau (summer
residence of the German crown prince
family). “Photo-Iris” OLM logo without no.
and year date. O. Leder, Dresden rubber-
stamp imprint. Divided back. Printed by
Röder, no. 215 940, which is quite close to
above Samoa Röder batch number.

Do these cards help us to find out the approx.
year when the Otto Leder, Dresden, activities
took place? Well, only roughly, as it seems that
Leder used older/previous printed cards to
put his Dresden address on. With George
Webber’s Röder batch number registers in
mind I would say approx. 1907-09. Postally
used cards are really needed.

But why do we find Leder cards with typical
O.L.-M. logo incl. card no. and year date,
sometimes OLM logo incl. process name but
showing no number/year and sometimes
card no. plus year imprints only? What could
be the reason for this confusing system?

Otto Leder’s last known business acitivities
were directed from Munich (München 31,
Keuslinstr. 5). By accident I came across an
view showing bridge and windmill at Nurms
(bei Pernau) somewhere in the Baltic coun-
tries I believe. The reverso shows a typical
sample card imprint. “Neukunst” process,
rubber-stamp imprint “lackiert” (with finish)
added. At down hand left corner we find the
Otto Leder address imprint (see ill.) and on
typical down right corner position we have
an Röder batch number “55683”. Relying on
G. Webber’s Röder batch number “New Reg-
ister” theory, this card is of post-1911 origin.
Design and typestyles used confirm this, too.

Oene Klynsma, Netherlands, has another
Leder sample card with same style advertis-
ing imprint for the process “Bromo-Iris” and
Röder no. “55685”. Picture shows a guest-
house in Wattens, Tyrol. Another sample card
with Munich address for the process “Platin-
Crayon” was seen in a dealer’s box. Unfor-
tunately the picture shows the interior of an
restaurant in Höchst (Frankfurt). The lively
view makes the card too expensive. Guess
this is also a Röder card.

Résumé...?
A number of cards published by Otto Leder,
as well as data found on these, has come in.
More is needed and much appreciated. We
know now that a firm of Otto Leder and an-
other where Otto was a business partner was
around in late 1890’s and that a firm carrying
Otto’s name was in business until about 1911-
12. He used at least four different printers, two
of which were specialized in collotype print-
ing (Röder/Koch). In later years it appears that
Leder concentrated on views of Germany as
well as neighbouring countries only, because
of protective tariffs I believe. If O. Leder was
a photographer and travelled from country to
country, or not, is not yet fully clear. In an ad-
vert dating from 1905 (TPA #13 p25) he asks
customers to send in photos suitable for re-
production. However, many of the cards he
published himself are well photographed.
Hopefully some personal data can be discov-
ered in the near future.

This ‘article’ is also a good example what hap-
pens when you begin research on a certain
firm. The more you find, the more questions/
mysteries, other names turn up. Clear is that
Otto Leder published quite a number of cards
from places worldwide. This and his coding
system makes him interesting for research,
although his general coding/numbering sys-
tem is sometimes a bit confusing. Research
to be continued.

Many thanks to all the friendly people who
kindly supplied cards or information on
Otto Leder!
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THE           FILE
By the Editor

The firm of Knackstedt & Näther (K+N)
from Hamburg has always been of spe-
cial interest to me. See TPA #9, p 28;
TPA #10, p16 and Frans Bokelmann’s
article on K+N’s Souvenir border cards
as well as some general company his-
tory in TPA #11 p 45 -48, please.

K+N was one of the big ppc export
printers in pre-1910 years, suddenly closed
down and was relaunched as Knackstedt &
Co. A firm with this name stayed in (postcard)
printing business at least until the mid 1960’s.

Of very special interest to me was their busi-
ness co-operation with other partners men-
tioned in their adverts (Paris, New York, Vi-
enna). I strongly believe that it was their close
(financial) co-operation with one or all of
their ‘allied’ partner(s) that led to the suddenly
end of K+N; besides ppc overproduction.

Research on this firm turned out to be diffi-
cult, BUT major progress was made now with
all the 1907-11 issues of “Papier-Zeitung” at
my place. I know for certain who the NY part-
ner (publisher) was, and that it was K+N’s
financial engagement in this firm that finally
led to the break down. Of course the general
decline of the ppc industry around 1909-10
in general, with overproduction and protec-
tive tariffs had some influence. K+N worked
mainly for export and from about 1907 on they
concentrated on postcard printing ONLY.
Their printing capacity was impressive! I also
have reliable information on their Vienna
partner and that another of the biggest Ger-
man postcard producers was their business
partner in NY as well as in Vienna. But more
on the K+N history in detail next issue. First I
have to put all the now available information
in correct order. What I still not know for sure
is who K+N’s business partner in Paris was. I
favour LL but there was also the other big
French publisher N.D. (Neurdin) who ordered
from German printers from time to time.

K+N Stereo Cards
I have already verified business contacts be-
tween LL and K+N for the time around 1900.
LL ordered K+N’s Souvenir cards (coloured
chromolitho border illustrations with chang-
ing inserted views printed by b/w collotype -
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introduced 1899) with French places im-
printed. Another early K+N product were
stereoscopic cards in postcard size, mostly
b/w but also some in full colour. By the way,
many thanks go to all who shared their K+N
stereo cards with me. The problem with these
cards is that address side layouts and the
“Post Card” imprint, which could be very
helpful for identification, is not uniform. See
ills. below please. You find various typestyles
and different U.P.U. (Union Postale Univer-
selle) layouts, some of course used to meet
individual countries’ postal regulations.

More LL & K+N links discovered
Mr. Colin Griffiths from Bristol has a special
interest in Swiss cards. He sent me a photo-
copy of an LL stereo card (he owns a full set
of 24 cards) titled “La Suisse”, captions in
French and English language. They look dif-
ferent from my Swiss LL stereo cards BUT
very much like the work of K+N at first sight.
The address side shows familar typestyles and
Colin Griffiths was so kind to send another
sharp photocopy of the address side (same
on all 24 cards). The writing lines arrange-
ment is 100% K+N style. So we know
now for sure that LL used K+N printed
stereo cards for the Swiss market.

             This is a selection of “Post Card” with/without
           UPU imprint found on my K+N stereoscopic
         postcards (1:1 size). All were printed (& published)
       definitely by Knackstedt + Näther, Hamburg. There
      might be other variations, especially when
    different typestyles were used. It looks that
   K+N was short of type and the composers
    took what they had at hand at that moment.
    Non-German issues always show beside
      native language an translation in French language
       which was and still is the official language of the
            Universal Postal Union. All cards have another
                        K+N typical charateristic which my
                         Dutch friend Henk Voskuilen drew my
                             attention to. The arrangement and size
                                    of the writing lines. 4 lines in general,
                                                  2 long and 2 shorter; only the
                                               Dutch issues have 3 lines only. You

  need quite a number of cards to recognize
this. Very helpful for identification of K+N’s.

Then a LL stereo card with a view of
roman aqueduct in Segovia, Spain (see
ill.) came in my possession. I am not
sure if I discovered this card myself of
if either Frans Bokelmann or Chris
Ratcliffe gave it to me. Both kindly send
me stereo cards quite regularly. The
card bears no. 4 and captions are in
French and Spanish. The address side
looks like a typical, often seen, LL one.

All my 100% identified K+N printed stereo
cards have undivided address sides however.
So I looked through my K+N collection and
suddenly I had found a “twin”, a absolute
identical address side layout! Soon I had dis-
covered several more. All are from the ear-
lier mention K+N Souvenir series with their
coloured chromolitho motifs with inserted
French views and LL as publisher. Below you
see the address side of the Spanish stereo
card together with an K+N souvenir cards
address side for LL (not full size ill.). Both
come from the same source – another piece
of the puzzle. It is now very likely that there
was really some closer co-operation between
LL and the Hamburg printer for a couple of
years. The German reader who had drawn
my attention to Neurdin being the possible
allied partner of K+N has not yet provided
the promised material. I favour LL to be the
business partner in Paris mentioned in K+N
adverts. Probably LL had the same problem
as R. Tuck & Sons. Too successful and not
enough production capacity to meet demand.
Research continues, readers help always ap-
preciated, and some day we will know for
sure what was going on, about 100 years ago.
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